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Chair’s Report
……………………………………………………………………………………………

I am pleased to introduce Better Leeds Communities’ Annual Report 2016-2017, which
sets out for our clients, supporters, funders and the public our work and achievements
during the year and our future plans.
2016-2017 was another busy year at Better Leeds Communities and our reach to those
living in Leeds communities diversified and increased. The continued support of
individuals and communities experiencing complex and multiple issues would not be
possible without the hard work and resilience of the staff and volunteers’ team who have
ensured that Better Leeds Communities keeps working to meet its objectives through the
ongoing austerity, uncertainty and change.
Our Senior Management Team’s excellent leadership has remained vital as we have
continued to develop efficiencies, grow self-generated income and attract new funding.
We extend our thanks to James Butcher and Claire Walker who have left the Board this
year after making such valuable contributions. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
them for their commitment to the organisation during their time with us.
On behalf of Better Leeds Communities I would like to thank all our funders and partners
for their support. As ever, the board are incredibly grateful to all the staff and volunteers
who have supported the organisation’s mission and enabled our goals to be achieved.
I am also extremely grateful to the
Directors/ Trustees for their continued
energy and commitment to our mission.
During the year we have spent time
developing a new ‘5 Year Strategy’
which focuses on how Better Leeds
Communities can continue to thrive in
an ever more competitive third sector
during continued funding challenges.

Lynne McLaughlin
Chair, Board of Directors
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Chief Executive’s Report
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This review comes at the end of another significant year for Better Leeds Communities.
Despite the continuing challenge to meet the increasing needs of our beneficiaries, in a
severely restricted and highly competitive funding environment, we have much to be positive
about as we celebrate another successful year of developing and delivering services across
the city.
We have launched a new project to support people in severe financial crisis; we have
struggled with extraordinary demand for this service as our clients have been hit with
changes to their personal circumstances such as the loss of work and benefits sanctions
often exacerbated by poor physical and mental health or drug and alcohol issues.
This year sadly ended with the closure of our long-running Reaching Communities project.
The project is proud of the legacy it has left behind. We have supported 100’s of people to
achieve positive outcomes from improved confidence and self-esteem, to completion of our
bespoke Community Leadership Programme that a total of 92 beneficiaries completed.
Beneficiaries have been through a journey of positive personal development; have become
part of a network of community leaders; and are equipped with the necessary skills and belief
in themselves to bring about lasting change in their communities. Our celebration event to
mark the end of the project was exhilarating and emotional.
In seeking consensus around shared aspirations for the future, we conducted a community
consultation that involved all our staff and volunteers conducting interviews with local people
on their doorsteps. Our summary document outlines what we’ve done to respond to local
views including the development of some ‘light touch’ groups which we hope will sustain
themselves in the long-term.
Demand for our support demonstrates that people know we are a trusted place to turn to. In
turn, Better Leeds Communities is committed to the development of the local community; we
will continue to strive to seek additional resources and healthy partnerships that will enable
us to continue to support local people to improve their health, wellbeing and outlook.
Our ambition in the coming year is to build on our strong track record of delivering relevant,
innovative services and activities within local communities across Leeds. We are committed
to ensuring that we continue to work holistically with individuals and families in order to
achieve long-lasting impact that is measurable.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our staff and volunteers for all their commitment
and dedication; without their enthusiasm for the work and commitment to our service users
we would be unable to achieve such excellent outcomes for the people we work with.

Taira Kayani

Chief Executive Officer
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Communities and Families
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Volunteering Report
This year a total of 132 people have volunteered to
support a wide range of our service areas including
administration, Advice, Play Work, Youth Work and Social
Prescribing.
Our community activities programme has been delivered
by dedicated volunteers and we have seen community led
seasonal lunch and family fun days; and young people
have volunteered to run fundraising events including two
cake bakes which raised funds for Macmillan.

We have run two Introduction to Volunteering
training sessions which have helped provide an
opportunity for people with lower levels of
engagement to gain skills and confidence to
volunteer. Business volunteers have volunteered
alongside people from our local community at a
number of events aimed at addressing local
concerns; and College students completed
training modules in food hygiene in order to run
pop-up cafes.
One of the biggest achievements is
supporting
young
people
into
paid
employment. A number of our most valued
volunteers have secured employment and
identify us as an organisation, contributing to
their improved confidence. The employment
secured has been both within the
organisation and externally.
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Communities and Families
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Community Participation,
Engagement and
Leadership
The Community Participation and Engagement
activities programme continued to be very popular
and attracted diverse groups to come together for
positive activities.
This year we have had a range of family events including the Spooktacular and a community
consultation day. We started the Burley Brunch - an informal social group for members of the
local community to come together to socialise and seek support from one of our advisors to
identify and support people to address financial exclusion.
The team hosted the very successful Bling up Burley Day on 16 February 2017. Staff and
volunteers joined together to carry out a local street clean in the morning and family activities
were available in the afternoon.
The Community Leadership Training programme attracted 26 learners this year over two
courses. We received excellent feedback about the content and learners rated the course an
average of 8.8 out of 10.
We celebrated the end of our Reaching Communities Project with a community event and a
Community Leadership 'Pow Wow'. The Community Action Conference, held on 20 February
was well attended, bringing together the participants of previous Leadership Programmes,
and a number of speakers.
The project overall has been extremely successful in working with individuals from a fractured
community. Many of our beneficiaries were able to progress from being participants at events
to volunteers and some have developed their own community projects as a result of their
involvement. A number of beneficiaries have gone on from working with us to re-engage in
education, undertaken accredited training courses and gone on to paid work.
We are particularly pleased with the feedback we have received from beneficiaries over the 5
years of the project; they have told us that the project has made a difference to their lives and
those of their immediate families and local communities.
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Social Prescribing
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Patient Empowerment Project
The Patient Empowerment Project is a ‘social prescribing service’
commissioned by the NHS West Leeds Clinical Commissioning Group
and delivered in partnership between BARCA Leeds, Better Leeds
Communities, Mind and Touchstone.
Intervention is aimed to improve the wider health and wellbeing of patients, providing GPs
with a non-medical referral option; PEP is offered to all 37 GP member practices in the CCG
geographical area and is open to all who were not acutely ill, in crisis or subject to a high
level of risk at the time of referral. Individuals can self-refer to the service or be referred by
health care professionals in primary care. On referral a patient is assigned a link worker who
visits them in their own home and uses motivational interview techniques to enable them to
self-assess their needs and develop a personal action plan focused on their priorities.
Referred patients receive a service either on a one-one basis or in a group to develop skills,
knowledge and confidence to self-manage their condition and/or situation.
During the past year the team at Better Leeds Communities has run groups and courses to
improve peoples’ mental and physical wellbeing; the service continues to support people to
access statutory, voluntary, community and faith sector services, groups and activities.
The PEP programme activities are social, but impact upon long term conditions: PEP
Evaluation notes improvement in long term conditions such as CVD and Diabetes. The
evaluation report notes:






Overall, more females (60%) than males (40%) attend with 42% of patients coming
from the top 6 surgeries in the most deprived areas of West Leeds.
The highest age bracket for those attending PEP is 40 to 65 years. The proportion
of those with co-morbidities increases over time; those who remain in PEP the
longest are those with greatest need.
89% of the PEP cohort self-identify as experiencing mental health problems;
31-44% report being unable to work due to long term ill health across review points.
Approximately 75% of those engaged with PEP reported at least one Long Term
Condition with depression the most frequently reported.

Feedback shows that patients:

feel more confident and have reduced anxiety

are building personal resilience

have increased welfare benefits and reduced debt

are less isolated

value the service and the majority say they would use it in future

report feeling empowered
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CONNECT
forHEALTH
Staying Well Together

Connect for Health Leeds is
commissioned by NHS Leeds
South and NHS East Clinical
Commissioning Group and is
delivered by Leeds Mind in
partnership
with
BarcaLeeds, Better Leeds Communities, Hamara, Leeds Irish
Health and Homes and
Touchstone.
Connect for Health is a friendly, local social prescribing service for people who live in
south and east Leeds.
The service provides access to local groups and activities that help make a positive
change. Connect for Heath assists people to access support and guidance around a
range of issues which could include:

•
•
•


Debt welfare and housing advice
Ways to get active, like walking groups, healthy living, wellbeing, exercise
group, dance or gardening
Social groups
Support to manage physical and emotional health needs
During the last year the service workloads
have continued to be busy.
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Children & Young People
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Play
The Housing Advisory Panel, Inner East Cluster and the
East Youth Activity Fund supported an Up Our Street
project in a troubled community in the Torre’s area of
East Leeds. The project was challenging but generally
well received by local residents with 81 children
attending the sessions. The focus this year has been on
building the capacity of parents within the community to
lead activities in order to promote sustainability;
encouraged parents to participate in our Community
Leadership training; and developed a resource pack for
the community to use after our initial sessions come to an
end.
We were also successful in securing funding from the
Leeds City Council Inner North West Youth Activities Fund which allowed us to deliver 12
Play in the Park sessions, in Alexandra Park, where the children fed back that they don’t use
the park unless our staff are present; and we saw and reported a number of issues to the
Police including racial tensions and anti-social behaviour.
This year, we offered 4 weeks of activity to new and old
families at our paid for holiday club Fun First. Despite the
challenges, the feedback from parents was overwhelmingly
positive.
We are exploring a rage of funds to continue street and park
play locally and across other areas of Leeds.
We continue to collaborate and share our expertise in play,
this year Better Leeds Communities was involved in
city-wide meetings with Leeds City Council, who are
currently consulting with partners in order to develop a Play
Strategy for Leeds and our Play Co-ordinator presented a
successful workshop on the Up Our Street programme at
the National Play Conference.
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Children & Young People
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Young People
Despite a cut to our annual budget this year, we
have delivered up to 4 sessions each week. Over
the year we have delivered a Girls Group; a Boys
Group using the “boys talk” time to relax and play
games in our basement mini youth hub; delivered
our Cook and Eat sessions on a Saturday; and a
physical exercise group for girls supported by

Sportivate through the week. We have
worked with over 80 young people this year
through our weekly activities and our
holiday provision.

In addition Better Leeds Communities secured
additional funding from the Leeds City Council
Inner North West Community Committee which
enabled us to deliver a well received 8 week
block of sessions targeting local girls and
concentrating on Child Sexual Exploitation/Young
Women’s safety.
We have sadly been informed that our funding for
Youth Work will end next year and we are
working collaboratively with our young people to
seek new opportunities.
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Advice
During the year the Advice Team dealt with 3,275 advice
enquiries and delivered advice to 2,236 unique clients over the
year. Advice given covered the following areas:
Debt (41%), Benefits (34%), Housing (18%), Family (1%),
Employment (1%), Immigration (2%) and other areas (3%)

Children's Centre Advice Sessions
The Advice Team have continued to deliver outreach advice in 14 Children’s Centre across
the city; this service, aimed at pregnant women and parents of children aged under 5 provides appointments in local neighbourhoods.
We have identified this year that clients are sometimes
traveling long distances to their appointments and this
inevitably leads to high no-show rates and will seek
support from the commissioner to reconfigure the
service next year to tackle this issue.
2017/18 will see us continue to deliver a quality
assured legal advice casework service in the areas of
Debt and Housing and a generalist Advice Service.

MASDAP
Our MASDAP debt advice project continues to be in great
demand; this Debt specific project supports clients facing
difficulties with a range of debts. The work is mainly face to
face and is often complex casework. Despite staffing challenges in the year, we have
achieved against the contract target.
The team have continued to work in partnership with Barca to host and supervise an
Outreach Debt Adviser; the Adviser visits clients in their own homes and the service is less
time-pressured than the main debt service. The service works flexibly with people who may
have Mental Health issues, and/or Drug and Alcohol issues and other complex needs. This
service has delivered substantial debt write-offs and positive outcomes for people using the
service in terms of resolution of debt issues that impact on their health and wellbeing.
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Advice
Home Energy
This year we launched a Home Energy Advice Project, funded by The Scottish Power
Energy People Trust. Our Home Energy Advice Worker works alongside a Housing
Specialist to deliver this unique project aimed at vulnerable and excluded households in
Leeds.
Service users are visited in their own home where
an energy assessment is conducted which covers:









A review of the property
An appliance check
A review of utility bills
An income review
Energy consumption/switching advice
Fuel debt management advice
Grant applications
Holistic signposting

The service will be promoted to communities in Leeds via numerous roadshows, frontline
worker sessions, media opportunities and publicity events.

Stronger Families
Better Leeds Communities will also work with the Stronger
Families Programme to deliver generalist and specialist
Housing Advice to families struggling with unemployment, low
school attendance, physical health / social emotional and mental health issues and financial exclusion.

Connect Well
We will extend our debt advice
work
to
include
working
alongside Connect Well (the
Social
Prescribing
Service
funded by Leeds North CCG).
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Advice Services
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Advice

This year saw the launch of our new Lottery funded project, Horizons. This project supports
people in severe hardship crisis and is a partnership project designed in collaboration with
Leeds Mind and Age UK.
The project will be delivered using a range of interventions including a Community
Exchange approach, peer support groups and targeted advice and advocacy support. The
aim of the project is twofold; to support clients with the immediate financial crisis through
the provision of food/utilities/clothing etc.; and to encourage resilience building so longer
term, clients are empowered through using motivational interviewing techniques to develop
individual personal goals. Progress is supported through regular one-to-one support and
outcomes are measured using our impact web framework.
The service supports clients presenting at the Bramley Foodbank and at our weekly Burley
Brunch as well as through self and agency referral.
Demand for the service has been excessive with requests for financial support
overwhelming staff when the project was launched.
The ethos of the project is to develop, learn and reconfigure using client feedback, demand
analysis and learning from other funded
organisations around the country.
There will be ongoing consideration on
how the service is delivered in order to
achieve the best outcomes for clients;
and we continue to shape the project
with the support of the Lottery and our
external evaluators.
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Burley Lodge Centre
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Services and Room Hire
With excellent transport links the Burley Lodge Centre is easy to get to and from around
the UK. Our purpose designed building is just two miles from Leeds city centre and train
station and a ten minute walk from Burley Park train station. On street parking is available.
The Burley Lodge Centre is a vibrant and modern community space for meetings,
exhibitions, training, outreach work, exercise classes and one-to-one work; our facility is
accessible and the building has a lift. We offer good-quality facilities; a simple online
booking system, a welcoming environment, refreshments and a staffed reception; facilities
are available seven days a week.
During the last year the Burley Lodge Centre has continued to be a popular venue for
external agencies, trainers and community members. Room bookings have continued to
remain steady as a result of our goal is to ensure our centre is accessible to all. By
keeping our prices competitive and offering a variety of multifunctional rooms we have
secured a wide range of commercial and community users.
The Centre continues to attract a diverse range of room bookers, from large organisations
such as Leeds City Council, Sanctuary Housing and The Place2be, through to smaller,
local groups that make a real difference in the local community, such as Leeds Healing
Centre. We also continue to host local Councillor and MP surgeries at the Centre.
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Theory of Change
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Theory of Change
This year we were successful in receiving
funding from the Social Investment
Business to support the development of
our organisational Theory of Change. We
worked with an experienced consultant for
a period of 6 months and involved staff,
volunteers and our Trustees/ Directors in
the work.
We initially worked through the following 6 steps:

Identifying long-term goals.

Backwards mapping and connecting the preconditions or requirements necessary
to achieve that goal and explaining why these preconditions are necessary and
sufficient.

Identifying the basic assumptions about the context.

Identifying the interventions required to create the desired change.

Developing indicators to measure the outcomes to assess performance.

Proving a narrative to explain the logic of your initiative.
Once the Theory of Change was completed, we had:

A visual representation of the change we wanted to see in our community and
how we expected it to come about.

A blueprint for evaluation with measurable indicators of success.

An agreement among stakeholders about what defines success and what it takes
to get there.

A powerful communication tool to capture the complexity of our initiative.
We will use our Theory of Change:

As a framework to check milestones and stay on course.

To document lessons learned about what really happens.

To keep the process of implementation and evaluation transparent, so everyone
knows what is happening and why.

As a basis for reports to funders, policymakers and our Board of Directors.
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Financial Report
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Funding for the voluntary sector has continued to be competitive during the last financial
year, particularly as statutory bodies have their funding reduced. However taking this into
consideration Better Leeds Communities had a very solid performance during the financial
year.
Income over the year increased from £570,383 to £767,233, an increase of almost 35%. As
you would expect there was a corresponding increase in costs from £629,632 in 2015/16 to
£726,913 in 2016/17. This left an overall net surplus of £40,320 made up of £45,982 under
restricted and a deficit of £5,662 under unrestricted funds. Unrestricted fund expenditure
includes depreciation costs of £17,449.
Overall, it was a very solid performance, and the trustees are satisfied with the result.

The principal sources of funding were Barca Leeds, the Big Lottery Fund, Citizens Advice
Bureau, the Community Foundation, Leeds Citizens Advice Bureau, Leeds City Council,
Leeds Mind, Scottish Power, and Social Investment Business. We are grateful to all these
funders for helping us to work towards our mission on creating opportunities that enable
people in Leeds to achieve their potential by raising aspirations, removing barriers and
developing abilities that lead to a better life.
The trustees have established a Reserves Policy whereby the unrestricted funds not
committed or invested in tangible fixed assets (the free reserves) held by the charity should
be adequate to ensure that current levels of activity could continue for at least six months
during a period of unforeseen difficulty. At 31 March 2017 the level of free reserves
amounted to £234,426. This equates to approximately 4 months in terms of running costs,
but together with ongoing sources of income the trustees consider that this reserve is
sufficient to meet the above objective.
Restricted funds at 31 March 2017 totalled £79,907.
Material designated funds comprise the Building
Fund. The Building Fund represents the cost of
leasehold improvements and these are being
depreciated over their useful life in accordance with
the accounting policy as outlined in note 1 (k). No
funds can be realised through disposal of these
assets. The Advice Fund will be used during the
financial year 2017/18.
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Funders
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Better Leeds Communities would like to thank its funders during the 2016-2017 financial
year. It is only with the continuation of funding being available that we have been able to
deliver the much needed services for Leeds residents.

BARCA Leeds
Big Lottery Fund
Citizens Advice Bureau
Citizens Advice Leeds
Community Foundation
Leeds City Council
Leeds Mind
Scottish Power
Social Investment Business

As in previous years funds available from statutory commissioners has continued to reduce
and competition for the funding has increased—during the year we received confirmation of
some funding streams being extended whilst others ended. We continue to apply to suitable
funds and at the year end were awaiting confirmation of a number of applications .
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Governance
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Directors
Lynne McLaughlin
James Butcher
Sarah Carter
Steven Cochrane
William Hird
Mike Short
Susan Robinson
Claire Walker

Board Chair
Board Member (resigned July 2016)
Treasurer
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member (resigned August 2016)
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